Game Changer
SINCE LAUNCHING A DECADE AGO, THE GEORGE
POCOCK ROWING FOUNDATION’S ERG ED PROGRAM
HAS INTRODUCED MORE THAN 125,000 STUDENTS
TO THE BENEFITS OF ROWING.
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f you’ve picked up the handle of an
ergometer, the indoor rowing machine
that represents so many things for
rowers, you know what it feels like.
Think about the grip, the handle that
connects you to the machine. Feel how the
weight of the handle rests in your hands, the
chain slack as you sit on the sliding seat. The
machine invites you to slide your feet onto
the footboards and cinch the strap around
your shoes. The monitor lights up, almost
begging you to bring it to life, to take the
first few strokes and let the numbers start
calculating.
And now, in those first few strokes,
you feel the impact—and the result—of the
silent hope that is inherent in every rowing
machine. This can only be defined by one
word. It is something so concrete, and yet so
untapped, that you work to find the rhythm
and move the rowing machine’s handle back
and forth, willing it to show you how fast
you’re rowing, how much power your body
can generate. This thing, this idea that is
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captured by a rowing machine, is hidden
until we let it flow. One word: potential.
Heather Alschuler is the strategic
initiatives director at the George Pocock
Rowing Foundation (GPRF) in Seattle,
Washington. She is also a Big Ten Athlete
of the Year (she rowed at the University of
Michigan from 2000 to 2004) and a Canadian
Olympian and national team member from
2004 to 2008. When I first met Alschuler,
she was educating coaches about one of the
initiatives the GPRF uses to meet its mission
of exposing as many people as possible to
rowing: Erg Ed. Very quickly, as she went
over the core design of the program, I began
to see why they felt bringing ergs into public
schools and teaching indoor rowing as a twoweek physical education class module was,
indeed, strategic.
“When I was in high school,” Alschuler
explains, as we settle in for an interview
after her presentation, “the stars aligned.”
Alschuler is rower-tall and fit and speaks with
the ease of someone who’s been to the edge

on the erg and back again. “During my senior
year, I won a set of erging and rowing lessons
during an erg demonstration at my high
school.” Alschuler, a basketball, volleyball,
and rugby high school athlete, added rowing
to her schedule. “I’ve always had this draw
toward being outside and on the water. I
cashed in the free lessons and was hooked.
I started rowing three mornings a week and
could still do my after school sports.”
Although Alschuler was a decent
basketball player—“I was the kid coaches
would put on the roster to make everyone
work harder but I rarely made the starting
lineup”—her erg scores soon attracted the
rowing coach’s attention. “He gave me a
training plan for a 20-minute test and a 2k.”
Alschuler is quiet for a moment. “Michigan
recruited me off my 2k.”
Alschuler (Mandoli, at the time) visited
the University of Michigan and fell in love
with the school; she committed to row as a
Wolverine during the spring of her senior
year. “I remember that during my visit I told
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Mark [Rothstein, the University of Michigan
head coach] that I really didn’t know how to
row.” Alschuler chuckles softly, “A 17-yearold should not be saying those things on a
recruiting trip. The coach answered with,
‘We’re recruiting you for your potential.’”
And there it is: potential. Alschuler,
who had a successful career at Michigan and
then, with a fellow Canadian Wolverine and
Kennebecasis Rowing Club alumnae Katie
Reynolds, packed her bags and showed up
on the doorstep of the Canadian national
team coach and said, “I want to try out for
the team.” She then went on to row at the
Olympics, all after learning about rowing on
an erg in a high school PE class. For certain,
Alschuler knows that the rowing machine
captures potential, but only if you know it
exists.
“Erg Ed is about exposure,” Alschuler
explains. “We are exposing and normalizing
the sport in a way no one else has. It’s not a
recruiting tool.” Alschuler goes on to explain
how Erg Ed is designed to teach public
school students about rowing—indoors and
outdoors—through a traveling collection of
ergs and a curriculum that’s been developed
for physical education teachers to kickstart
rowing for all their students. “In the sport of
rowing, there are so many benefits: fitness,
community, a sense of confidence.”
Erg Ed is designed to be used by school
districts to integrate rowing into the PE
curriculum. The program drops a load of 20

rowing machines into a district and these
machines move from school to school. The
physical education teachers are trained on
the Erg Ed curriculum and given detailed
lesson plans and classroom videos to help PE
students learn to erg while also having fun
and competing.
“We’re in 14 school districts right now
and adding four more next fall. With that,
we are bringing the awareness that this sport
exists to over 25,000 kids each year. They now
know that rowing is a sport, like basketball
or ultimate frisbee.” Erg Ed is also designed
to link the students to their local boathouse,
should they want to try their hand at rowing
on the water. Alschuler exhales slowly, “It
challenges the question: What defines a
rower?”
Alschuler forges on, diving more deeply
into the heart of the program. “At the George
Pocock Rowing Foundation, our big thing
is to help kids find, start, and stay in rowing.
Not just rowing at elite schools, but rowing
for every kid. Every community Erg Ed is
in has a slightly different plan to get from
the classroom to the boathouse.” Alschuler
explains that part of the PE module that
schools implement is to expose the students
to their local boathouse and to try to ensure
that the most common barriers for new
rowers are lessened. “Some schools do field
trips to the nearby boathouse, some offer
camps, others bring rowing coaches into
the classroom to talk about the sport. We

know there are barriers to rowing, but we
try to help the local rowing community
develop a plan for dealing with the biggest
ones by offering scholarships, transportation,
uniforms, even being aware of language
barriers with parents.” Alschuler slows down
while I wildly scribble notes. “If a student has
the passion for rowing, we try to help remove
those barriers.”
The Erg Ed programming is available
through the George Pocock Rowing
Foundation by way of GPRF grants,
USRowing awards, or simply by purchasing
it. “The largest cost is the equipment (20
rowing machines) and then the curriculum
and on-site training costs approximately
$10,000 per district,” says Alschuler. “The
grants cover all of these costs, but there is
such a demand for the program that some
districts don’t want to wait for a grant and
buy it outright.
“When we’re looking at a school
district’s grant application, having a strong
connection to the local rowing community
typically helps with the success and
sustainability of the program. We also look
to see that the boathouse is making efforts
to be inclusive, intentional, and innovative,
or at the very least open to working on it.” I
ask her what she means by “working on it.”
“This is the black hole, and one we’re looking
at deeply. What keeps students from starting
to row on the water? There are barriers that
even small steps or efforts can get us moving

“WHAT ERG ED OFFERS IS TRULY INCLUSIVE AND
WELCOMING. THAT DOESN’T MEAN IT WILL BE
CREATING NATIONAL CHAMPS, BUT A BYPRODUCT
OF REACHING EVERYONE IS IT WILL ALSO REACH
SOME REALLY FANTASTIC ATHLETES.”
–HEATHER ALSCHULER
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“THE SPORT OF ROWING WANTS TO
SEE MORE DIVERSITY, BUT MAYBE
IT’S TIME FOR THE SPORT TO SHIFT
A LITTLE BIT.”
–HEATHER ALSCHULER
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in the right direction.
“Is the boathouse website available
in languages other than English? Is there
diversity in the music that’s played during
indoor workouts? When somebody walks
into a boathouse are there others there who
look like them? Not all youth want to be the
token representative of a specific race. That’s
a lot of weight for a young—or old—person to
carry. I think the conversation needs to start
across the sport about how we can change
the culture in the boathouse so there is a safe,
welcoming, and comfortable place for all kids
who are curious and passionate about the
sport of rowing.”
Alschuler describes the origin of the Erg
Ed program as “the brainchild of the board
of directors at GPRF. They were looking for
someone who was a teacher and also knew
rowing. I had just moved to the area and was
a certified teacher.” Alschuler chuckles again.
“I thought this was going to be a one-year
gig.” She explains how the board was looking
for a way to get into the Seattle school district
with rowing education. “Lori Dunn—she was
a game-changer—was with the Seattle Public
Schools and was working to revamp their
physical education curriculum. The district
agreed to do a one-year pilot and, with
Dunn’s support, the program flourished.”
After starting in three schools in 2010, Erg
Ed has expanded every year and now the
program runs in every K-8 and middle school
in the Seattle school district. Alschuler
goes on, “Now, Erg Ed touches 8,000 kids
every year in Seattle alone. Eighty ergs travel
around the district to 11 K-8 schools and 13
middle schools. The curriculum is written
into every Seattle public school’s PE program.
The teachers love it because it’s aligned with
the national physical education standards and
because the established curriculum makes it
easy to teach.”
Teachers receive training, lessons on the
erg, and 25 lesson plans to run the two-week
curriculum. “Just like they teach basketball,
they teach rowing. We also do a lot of
connecting to other locations through Erg
Ed Nation, which encourages schools to race
against other schools with 10-minute pieces.”
Every year, Erg Ed gives away free ergs to the
top record holders in Erg Ed Nation. “The
curriculum is designed to be flexible. One of
the things we’ve learned is that every school
district is different. Since Erg Ed is a traveling
PE unit, the equipment is used 100 percent of
the time it is in the schools. Those poor ergs
do not rest. And, since it’s a traveling unit, it
keeps it exciting for the students. When the
ergs are at a school, there’s excitement to row

while the ergs are there.” Alschuler exhales,
“It’s been a pretty incredible pace.”
Alschuler describes how the George
Pocock Rowing Foundation’s mission to
facilitate rowing for as many people as
possible in high-quality facilities meshes so
deeply in the Seattle area: all students in the
Seattle public schools are within three miles
of accessible water and rowing. “But,” she
adds, “Erg Ed can be taken to any city.”
The most recent addition to the Erg Ed
programming is the creation of a 6th- through
12th grade-curriculum aligned with the
national PE standards. “We recently put all
of our national PE standard-aligned curricula
and classroom videos online. Our next big
addition will be creating online training
materials so we can continue to expand. Right
now we do all of our teacher trainings in
person, but transferring more things online
is the only way we are going to be sustainable
and scalable to keep up with the demand.”
Alschuler speaks with the voice of someone
who has weathered erg workouts at the
highest level and knows how to deal with
exertion, even in the workplace. “There is a
need, a want. We’re just trying to fill it.”
The rower-turned-teacher-turnedErg Ed-administrator slows down a bit.
“We aren’t looking to make money off this.
We want to create growth, awareness, and
diversity. We go to where the kids are—the
public schools—and teach them about

rowing.”
Alschuler couches her explanation
as only a seasoned educator would: “We
understand rowing isn’t for everyone. One
thing we’re learning is how to handle the
culture around water—sometimes that’s a
deterrent. Last year, we started piloting after
school indoor rowing clubs, a fun way to take
a next step in the sport, without showing up
at a boathouse. They get all the benefits—
team, health, engagement in sport—and the
last day we go on a field trip to the local
boathouse. Trust has been created during
the indoor rowing club, and the students are
more open to giving rowing on the water a
try. No matter what you do, some kids just
don’t want to go on the water, but they’re still
showing up for indoor rowing club.”
After 10 years of development, Erg Ed
has reached over 125,000 students. “The
sport of rowing wants to see more diversity,”
Alschuler says, “but maybe it’s time for the
sport to shift a little bit. I look at what junior
rowing is now and I know that, as a high
schooler, I just wouldn’t have committed to
that. I look at what kids are expected to do
now, that specialization—I could go on for
a long time about this—it’s tough for a lot of
kids to commit to that, to pick just one sport
so early. There have to be other ways to create
more inclusive programing that will allow
more youth to get on the water; maybe rec
programs or getting kids comfortable on the

water but using stable boats like rec quads.
Trying to think outside the box, because we
are trying to create change in the sport and
don’t want that old box anymore.
“As a sport, what we’re currently doing
doesn’t seem to be solving the problem many
of us want to be solving. There are lots of
layers to the program, but Erg Ed can provide
just the tip of the iceberg. What Erg Ed offers
is truly inclusive and welcoming. That doesn’t
mean it will be creating national champs, but
a byproduct of reaching everyone is it will
also reach some really fantastic athletes. And
having solely competitive programs doesn’t
address some of the trends we’re seeing:
more kids are quitting sport by the age of 12
than ever before. Rowing has an opportunity
to step into that space, to be available and
flexible to youth so they create healthy lifelong fitness habits.”
Alschuler is beginning to wind down,
her energy as an educator following the
normal rhythm of the classroom. “Erg Ed
quickly evolved into being a game-changer,”
she says. “We’re just teaching the kids,
showing them something cool, and hopefully
providing them a path to find, start, and
stay in our sport.” And maybe that’s the best
thing about touching so many students and
exposing them to rowing in their own school:
the potential is endless.

After 10 years of
development, Erg Ed
has reached more than
125,000 students.
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